
‘It is a great university, even if people never tire of telling you so.’ 
Academics leaving Manchester for supposedly more benign places were
inclined to pay back-handed compliments to the University. In the
1970s the institution was proud of its achievements and given 
to reciting them at length. Needing to assert its distinction and to strug-
gle against its austere appearance, it possessed neither the ancient 
universities’ sense of natural superiority nor the Londoners’ confidence
that ambitious academics would gravitate towards the capital. Senior
Manchester figures, seasoned travellers from Manchester Piccadilly,
Stockport, Wilmslow or Macclesfield to London Euston, strove to
maintain their places on national boards and committees, each trip
diverting them for a day from ordinary duties. One or two became
absentees, devoted to such bodies as the Committee on Safety of Med-
icines, delegating – or refusing to delegate – their normal responsibili-
ties to Manchester colleagues. Historians yearned for easier access to
the British Library or the Public Record Office, where many of their
sources were to be found. There was a touch of self-doubt, corre-
sponding to the fear of some Mancunians that the heyday of regional
capitals had passed and that their town was condemned to lose its most
eminent citizens to the south. Even The Manchester Guardian had
changed its name and moved its head office to Fleet Street. How many
would follow the example of John Barbirolli, the Hallé’s conductor,
and insist on remaining in Manchester even when offered plum jobs
elsewhere? According to the journalist David Aaronovitch, who was a
history student in the mid-1970s, Manchester in those days ‘hadn’t yet
invented the new thing it was to become . . . it was still emerging from
its civic provincialism, and it hadn’t quite got around to being exciting.’

During the 1970s Manchester contributed much to the southward
drift. It lost three distinguished engineers, Alistair Macfarlane, Andrew
Schofield and William Johnson (Professor of Mechanical Engineering
in the Faculty of Technology) to chairs at Cambridge. John Davis, after
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twelve years in a Manchester chair, became Cambridge’s first Professor
of Paediatrics in 1979. Samuel Finer, beringed and dandified, Picasso
with a hint of Disraeli, a lecturer who commanded and inspired vast
audiences, left to be Gladstone Professor of Government in the 
University of Oxford. The Reverend James Barr, Manchester’s Profes-
sor of Semitic Languages and Literature and an eminent figure in the
Church of Scotland, became in October 1976 the Oriel Professor of 
the Interpretation of Holy Scriptures at Oxford, from which position
he succeeded two years later to the Regius chair of Hebrew. The Rev-
erend Basil Hall, acclaimed by Manchester as the country’s leading
Calvinist scholar, resigned the chair of Ecclesiastical History in the
hope of finding peace and leisure for writing as Fellow and Dean of 
St John’s College Cambridge. Others headed for London. Geoffrey
Allen, Professor of Chemical Physics, departed to become Professor of
Polymer Science at Imperial College, en route for the chairmanship of
the Science Research Council and a knighthood bestowed in the
Queen’s Birthday Honours List for 1979. After four years as Professor
of Physical Geography in Manchester, Tony Chandler accepted the
post of Master of Birkbeck. Ian Macdonald, for a short time Manches-
ter’s Fielden Professor of Mathematics, became Professor of Pure
Mathematics at Queen Mary College. Manchester had maintained its
capacity for nurturing and attracting eminent scholars in a variety of
subjects, but not all were prepared to regard a Manchester chair as their
crowning achievement, and a few succumbed to the blandishments of
other institutions.

However, evidence could be found that Manchester was still among
the ten leading universities of the country. In 1975 David Walker of
The Times Higher Educational Supplement attempted to do what the
UGC denied doing and establish a ranking order for English (not
British) universities. He noted that certain institutions ‘come out near
the top of every scale that is used’. His criteria included the propor-
tion of students accommodated in University residences; the strength
of the A-level results required to qualify for entry; the quality of engi-
neering research and the standard of medical teaching; the number of
library books per head of the student and academic population; and
the honours secured by leading academics. Entitled ‘Old familiars stay
at the top’, Walker’s piece placed seven universities at the top of the
pile and numbered Manchester among them, in the company of
Leeds, Oxford, Cambridge, Birmingham, Nottingham, and ‘London
University taken as a whole’. A little below this premier league came
a first division composed of Liverpool, Sussex, Sheffield and Bristol,
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and on their heels trod Reading, Southampton and Essex. Intellectu-
ally, Manchester scored highly in disciplines reckoned to be vital to
the country’s material interests – in medicine, engineering, mathe-
matics, and the physical and biological sciences. Another education
correspondent, Ngaio Crequer, formerly President of the Students’
Union in Manchester, visited her old haunts in the year of optimism,
1978. ‘Superlatives roll off northern tongues at Manchester Univer-
sity’, she wrote. ‘Wherever you go someone will claim that their
building or department is the first, biggest or best . . . There is a kind
of Muhammad Ali mentality about the place.’ The heavyweight cham-
pion to whom she alluded had not suffered from over-modesty (‘I am
the greatest!!! . . . It ain’t bragging if you can back it up . . . I shook
the world. Me! Whee!!!’).

A heavyweight among universities, Manchester, as Miss Crequer
admitted, made few claims to physical beauty, but even its architec-
tural dimness found appreciation in the verses of Simon Curtis, lec-
turer in Comparative Literature and refugee from the chilly college
elegance and remote suburban lodgings of Cambridge:

The New Arts Block makes Billy grouse.
Its hutch-like rooms, anonymous,
Let off bleak corridors of grey.
The times that we have heard him say
Of rooms he had, when at the ‘Hall’,
With words which seemed to damn us all,
‘Late Regency, you know – such grace!
‘How spacious rooms breed spacious minds!’
Grey lino, shelves and desk, white blinds:
Dull souls will churn out from this place.

But spacious rooms are hard to heat,
Even for those like Bill, aesthete.
I had Regency lodgings, once,
Sash-windowed, spacious, fine. The sense
Of Regency which best pleased me,
When freezing, unaesthetically,
Was peopling those high-ceilinged walls
With bright-eyed and full-bosomed belles
In Regency décolleté:
(‘Son, we will warm you up, OK’)

As I ploughed through, in mittens, coat,
What some half-witted critic wrote,
No shillings left with which to boost
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A feudal gas-fire’s flickering flame,
Because a pint of Marston’s best
Had staked its prior financial claim.
Sure, old Bill’s imagination,
So suggestible to furnishing,
Has ranged with taste – should get him far,
Further than ever mine, I fear.

I guess it is I suit this place.
But with so much capital in space,
What the hell’s old Bill still doing here?’

By British standards Manchester was great at least in the sense that
it was large – a complex and populous university, occupying the
greater part of the city’s huge Education Precinct, its tentacles sprawl-
ing outwards to embrace teaching hospitals and establishments at
Jodrell Bank or Barton Aerodrome far from its own centre, equipped
to teach and conduct research in an enormous range of subjects. It
exercised some influence in the region through its supervision of affil-
iated colleges, particularly those institutions for teacher training which
had once formed part of the School of Education founded in 1947,
and were now known as the Colleges of Education Division of the 
Faculty of Education. Eight of these were still under the University’s
aegis in the mid-1970s, while another four had been transferred, at
least for certain purposes, to the new University of Lancaster.

Manchester’s was not a federal university in the same sense as 
the Universities of London and Wales, but had a complicated rela-
tionship with its close neighbour, UMIST. Claiming descent from the
nineteenth-century Mechanics’ Institute and once called the Tech.,
UMIST had its own Principal, its own Council, its own grant, its own
administration and its own Students’ Union, but at the same time
formed the Faculty of Technology of the University of Manchester.
‘Manchester Owens’, whose headquarters were on Oxford Road, had
about 10,000 full-time students in 1974, UMIST another 3,000; in
1980 the respective figures were approaching 11,500 and 4,400. The
two institutions shared a number of facilities, listed in 1982, when
UMIST was reaffirming its links with Owens and resisting the charms
of Salford, as ‘accommodation, computing, health, welfare, sports,
careers, appointments, audio-visual and library services . . . ’ The
magazine Staff Comment was supposed to have three editors, one
from UMIST and two from Owens. Critics, particularly in hard times,
complained that the Science and Technology Faculties, at Owens and
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UMIST, tended to overlap, to lay on parallel courses, and thereby
expose their necks to administrators bent on rationalisation. But they
came together gracefully at one point, in the joint Department of
Metallurgy, established during the 1970s by the collaboration of two
professors, Ken Entwistle of UMIST and Robin Nicolson of Owens.
Constrained by Victorian premises, they had made a joint application
to the UGC in 1971, just before money became scarce, and had
secured a grant of £1m. for the new building which they eventually
occupied in 1975. After Nicolson’s departure, Ken Entwistle was to
continue the partnership for thirteen years with Ted Smith, sometime
Dean of Science at Owens.

Almost as complex, and sometimes less happy, was the University’s
relationship with the much smaller Business School, otherwise the
Faculty of Business Administration, which had just over 100 full-time
students in 1974 and 160 in 1980. This was formally part of the Uni-
versity, but enjoyed a high degree of autonomy, for it received its own
grant from the UGC, which paid the money through the University,
and had a Council of its own. Questions of identity, relationship and
control, left unaddressed in the 1970s and 1980s, would return to
trouble the University in the following decade.

In the mid-1970s the University (Owens) paid the salaries and wages
of approximately 5,400 individuals. About 2,000 of these were acade-
mics, administrators and para-academics paid on the ‘academic-related’
scales, and the remaining 3,400 were ancillary or supporting staff:
technicians, electricians, telecommunicators, plumbers, engineers who
maintained the heating and ventilation plants, clerical workers and sec-
retaries, porters, cleaners, patrolmen, car park attendants, gardeners,
domestics in halls of residence, cooks, chefs, and caterers. The Regis-
trar ruled over a department of forty-four persons important enough to
be listed by name in the Calendar for the session 1974–75, the Bursar
over one of fifty-six (including accountants, planners, building officers,
engineers, and the managers of Oak House, Owens Park and the 
Student Flats), while the University Librarian had a force of forty-one,
ranging from Deputy Directors to Assistant Librarians, Grade II. There
were other potentates, other less prominent empires. Clifford Haigh,
the Manager of Uniformed Services, a former Detective Chief Superin-
tendent of thirty years service, commanded 170 men, of whom 126
were porters, 32 were concerned with security, and 12 looked after car
parks. Janet Kelso, the Telephone Supervisor, presided over twenty-
three women. Landscape Services employed as gardeners one woman
and about sixty men.
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Not always heeding the UGC’s pleas for economies of scale, the
University listed in its Calendar some 120 departments, each repre-
senting a distinctive discipline which had once clamoured for recog-
nition: the Department of Historical Bibliography consisted only of
Fred Ratcliffe, who was really the University Librarian; that of Scan-
dinavian Studies only of G.L. Brook, who was essentially a Professor
of English Language; that of Persian Studies only of Professor Boyle;
that of Dental Ethics of a single Lecturer in Dental Ethics and Practice
Management. The small Faculty of Theology, which contained only
sixteen full-time teachers, none the less saw fit to divide itself into six
departments.

Centres and units not classified as University departments, but to
some extent directed and staffed by their members, included the Hes-
ter Adrian Research Centre, whose object was ‘to promote, sustain
and carry through research into the learning processes in mentally
handicapped children and adults’; the Centre for Business Research;
the Centre for Urban and Regional Research; and the Pollution
Research Unit. Some of these existed to co-ordinate activities which
took place in several departments and to counter the kind of blink-
ered specialisation that could bedevil intellectual inquiry in a strongly
departmental university. Certain enterprises offered their technical
expertise to colleagues, as the Research Support Unit of the Faculty of
Economic and Social Studies offered help in the ‘data processing
aspects’ of research work.

Some senior University figures believed that the University’s acade-
mic standing had suffered from the swift expansion of the late 1950s
and the 1960s, for which it was now paying the price. Addressing the
Senate Dining Club in 1979, the retiring Registrar, Vincent Knowles,
recalled the promises of Utopia in the famous Robbins report on
Higher Education in 1963. ‘Universities accepted the challenge and
expanded their staff, but I make bold to state that in some cases those
staff were not of university standard. I am reminded – as I am sure you
all are – of the saying of Fabius Maximus: “to avoid all mistakes in the
conduct of great enterprises is beyond man’s powers” and we did make
some mistakes.’ Was the University burdened with large numbers of
middle-aged lecturers who had too easily obtained tenured jobs and
Association of University Teachers were amounting to very little? Pro-
fessor Henry Lipson, a distinguished crystallographer of the Physics
Department at UMIST, was no enemy of progress. He had promoted
the cause of women academics and campaigned for the (AUT) in
UMIST, but looked askance at the institution’s rapid growth under
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Vivian Bowden. Dismay struck him on reading the address delivered in
1975 by Brian Manning as President of the University branch of the
AUT. Manning’s apparent desire to involve everyone in the govern-
ment of the University, thus entangling all academics in a series of
tedious committees which would only agree on trifles, threatened in
Lipson’s view not only to ‘reduce the quality of our output’ but also to
give rise to a cult of ‘uninspired mediocrity’ in which ‘the days of the
Rutherfords, Alexanders and Osborne Reynoldses will never be able to
recur’ (Lipson had been a protégé of the great Sir Lawrence Bragg,
who had succeeded Rutherford at the Cavendish Laboratory in Cam-
bridge shortly before the Second World War). ‘My fears are not
groundless. This University was once almost the greatest centre of 
science in this country. As measured by membership of the Royal 
Society it is so no longer; it has been overtaken by other Universities –
Edinburgh, Birmingham, Liverpool, Bristol, for example. I believe that
the reason for this is that, as we have become larger, it has become
more difficult for the individual to stand out.’

Be this as it might, in 1974 the Royal Society was represented at
UMIST by Lipson himself and by Robert Haszeldine, an entrepreneur-
ial chemist; at Jodrell Bank by Sir Bernard Lovell and Francis Graham
Smith, a future Astronomer Royal; at Oxford Road by Sir Frederic
Williams, the pioneer of the computer, and by Geoffrey Gee, a chemist
long engaged in the study of polymers, whose ‘ultimate achievement’,
according to his Royal Society biographer, ‘was to secure the place of
natural rubber against the growing competition from synthetic rub-
bers’. Whereas Williams had forsaken computer design and turned 
to other forms of electrical engineering, his former assistant, Tom 
Kilburn, had persevered with computer science with such success that,
as a colleague declared, ‘The mark of Tom Kilburn is on every modern
computer in the world today.’ He received in 1978 one of the three
Royal Medals awarded, on the recommendation of the Council of 
the Royal Society, ‘for his striking innovations in computer hardware
over thirty years’ and for originating fundamental concepts such as
‘paging and virtual memory’. Fritz Ursell, the Professor of Applied
Mathematics, was elected to the Royal Society in 1972. Born in Düs-
seldorf, educated at Clifton and Marlborough, he had worked during
and after the war while still classified as an enemy alien with an Admi-
ralty Wave Group whose task was to establish rules for the forecasting
of ocean waves, originally to assist with operations in the Pacific. At
Manchester since 1961 his work had concentrated ‘on the main
themes of water waves, ship hydrodynamics and asymptotics’, and he
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was in close touch with ocean engineers, with a mind to solving their
theoretical problems.

The British Academy, the Royal Society’s counterpart in the human-
ities and social sciences, had also recognised the distinction of several
Manchester academics. Max Gluckman, the social anthropologist, a
leading exponent of legal anthropology and comparative jurispru-
dence, formerly a field-worker in Barotseland and director of the
Rhodes-Livingstone Institute, had established a world-famous post-
graduate seminar in Manchester and used the Simon Fellowships to
bring eminent or promising visiting scholars to the University. Harry
Street was an innovative teacher whose range extended from adminis-
trative law to torts. He wrote, not only treatises for law students, but
works addressed to a much wider public. Between 1963 and 1978 his
fundamental study of civil liberties, Freedom, the Individual and the
Law, published by Pelican, passed through four editions and sold
100,000 copies. ‘I have had two objects in view’, he once said. ‘Telling
the citizen what his rights are, and showing what is wrong with the law
and how Parliament should set about putting things right.’

John Roskell, the Professor of Medieval History, was a homely, con-
servative, avuncular man noted for his thorough studies of the English
Parliament. Devoted to formality, respectful of the dignity of Univer-
sity officers (but inclined, as were Knowles and Lipson, to think that
the University was failing to defend its standards), a guardian of ‘due
constitutional propriety’, he was nevertheless given to a kind of
‘resigned derision’ marked by a snort, a wink and a grin at the latest
fashionable developments. He tried to celebrate his election to the
British Academy with a lunch in the almost empty Lancashire Cricket
Club restaurant with a scholarly old friend; refused entry for not being
members, they celebrated instead with slices of Grosvenor pie and
paper cups of coffee from a more plebeian stall on the Old Trafford
ground. Reginald Dodwell, the art historian and Director of the Whit-
worth Art Gallery, was a student of medieval illuminated manuscripts,
a ‘historian-palaeographer’ who, ranging more widely than this
description may suggest, had contributed a volume on Painting in
Europe, 800–1200 to the Pelican History of Art. Before coming to
Manchester he had been Librarian of Lambeth Palace Library, ap-
pointed by Archbishop Fisher, and later Librarian of Trinity College
Cambridge. After succeeding John White, the founder Professor of the
History of Art, in 1966, he had increased the academic staff of the
Department from six to fifteen, established an attractive single honours
degree and offered an important postgraduate diploma in Art Gallery
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and Museum Studies. Dodwell was determined to resist the power of
London as ‘a big vacuum cleaner’ which sucked in everything to do
with the arts, and found one distinguished ally in Hal Burton, the
architect, stage-designer and impresario, who was anxious to leave his
collection of modern art to a gallery outside the capital.

James Barr, author of The Semantics of Biblical Language and Com-
parative Philology and the Text of the Old Testament, also represented
the Academy in the Faculty of Arts. Professor F.F. Bruce, an evangelical
Christian and a member of the Brethren, served as Rylands Professor of
Biblical Criticism and Exegesis. He was a classical scholar who had
turned to the Greek New Testament and particularly to the writings of
St Paul. Like Street he was a gifted populariser and his vast corpus 
of work came to include about fifty books. As retirement approached
he himself became the subject of two celebratory volumes. Bruce 
was sometimes suspected of reading his own books to students in 
lectures, but his treatment of the subject in print had perhaps become
so exhaustive as to leave nothing else to be said, even by himself.

It was a small company which could rapidly become depleted. By
the end of the decade two other members of the University, Howard
Rosenbrock of Control Engineering, famous for Rosenbrock’s Banana
Function, and Durward Cruickshank of Chemistry (both at UMIST),
had been elected to the Royal Society, and one to the British Academy
(Stefan Strelcyn, Reader in Semitic Studies). But of the group men-
tioned earlier Gluckman and Williams died during the 1970s, Gee and
Haszeldine were drawn to the higher levels of administration, Barr left
for Oxford, Smith became Director of the Greenwich Observatory at
Hurstmonceux, and Roskell, Bruce and Lipson retired. It remained 
to be seen whether scientists and scholars of equal distinction would
come forward to replace them, and whether there would be any equiv-
alent to the quadrumvirate consisting of Flowers, Gee, Williams, and
the engineer Jack Diamond, who had shaped the Science Faculty in 
the 1960s. Perhaps, as Lipson had half-prophesied, the future would
lie, neither with brilliant individuals, nor with comet departments
characterised by glittering heads and trailing tails, but rather with the
solid achievements of soundly managed units and reliable members 
of teams.

Some members of the University exercised great influence in other
spheres, beyond the purview of the Royal Society and the British
Academy. Sir Douglas Black, Professor of Medicine, served as Chief
Scientist to the Department of Health and was later elected President
of the Royal College of Physicians. An appreciation offered to Senate
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on Black’s retirement in 1977 noted that ‘Few medical men have his
command of English and fewer the capacity to write so lucidly and
persuasively. With his pen (which was usually a small stub of pencil)
he could render the tortuous jargon of original medical publications
(euphemistically known as “the medical literature”) into limpid prose
that perhaps made clear for the first time the essential message of their
authors.’ Patrick Byrne had spent much of his working life as a gen-
eral practitioner at Milnthorpe in Cumbria, from 1932 to 1968; in
1972 he was appointed at Manchester to the first chair in General
Practice to be established anywhere in the country. Having written
and lectured widely on the subject of vocational training, he became
in 1973 President of the Royal College of General Practitioners. A
third Manchester man, Professor Eric Easson, an authority on aspects
of cancer and Director of Radiotherapy at the Christie Hospital,
served from 1975 to 1977 as President of the more specialised Royal
College of Radiologists.

It was commonplace that a large number of university librarians in
the country had at one time in their careers been under Fred Ratcliffe’s
wing. It was equally true that many university registrars owed their
training and inspiration to Vincent Knowles, maintaining, even as they
infiltrated other institutions, a camaraderie so close that they were
known as the Manchester Mafia and he (in the wake of Mario Puzo’s
novels and the resulting films) as the Godfather. Professors of Politics
up and down the country were still likely to have had formative expe-
riences in Manchester’s large and prestigious Department of Govern-
ment, which had been one of the great exporters of talent in the 1960s.
By 1981, when Professor W.J. Thomas retired, the Department of
Agricultural Economics, which did contract work for the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Fisheries on such matters as farm incomes, costs and
management in the region, could boast that six former members held
chairs elsewhere within the United Kingdom.

There was a growing expectation that the Vice-Chancellor of the
University of Manchester would at some point serve for two years as
Chairman of the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals,
becoming the principal spokesman for higher education in the United
Kingdom, and earning a knighthood in the process. He represented a
premier university built on the grand scale. It was less idiosyncratic
than the ancient and the federal universities; less brash, young and
ultra-fashionable than the ‘green fields’ or ‘Shakespeare’ universities
of the 1950s and 1960s; wider in range than the former Colleges of
Advanced Technology; regarded with confidence and affection by
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many sixth-form masters and mistresses advising their brighter pupils
to make a sound choice of university. In 1975 Manchester won the so-
called Unipops contest and brought home the Golden Disc awarded
by the Universities’ Central Council for Admissions (UCCA) to the
institution which had managed to attract the largest number of stu-
dent applications per available place. An article in The Economist in
1978 found in the Department of Liberal Studies in Science proof that
the innovative spirit of Manchester, though growing more feeble,
could still flourish. It concluded that those who completed the Bach-
elor’s degree course in this subject were ‘among the most sought-after
graduates from the University’.

In its public statements the University generally celebrated large,
expensive, collective enterprises such as the Medical School, the
Regional Computer Centre, and the Nuffield Radio Astronomy Lab-
oratories at Jodrell Bank in Cheshire. To explain their pioneering
qualities was to justify the sums spent on them and to insist on Man-
chester’s pre-eminence in certain fields of research and teaching. By
the mid-1970s the AUT had acknowledged the need to disarm public
contempt for universities and distaste for their students. Sir Michael
Swann, the former Vice-Chancellor of Edinburgh University, had, it
was said, described university teachers as ‘pampered, underworked
and overpaid’, and much university research was being dismissed as
irrelevant and trivial. Perhaps the humanities could no longer be
relied upon to humanise, and the social sciences were creating rather
than solving social problems. Such uncertainties led to a growing pre-
occupation with university inventions which promised to benefit
humankind, and hence with engineering (including medical engineer-
ing). Greatly to be welcomed was evidence that university advisers
could assist governments to make policy decisions or even, by their
scientific and mathematical expertise rather than their Poirot- or
Wimsey-like qualities, help the police to solve crimes.

True to the ‘Muhammad Ali mentality’ noted by Ngaio Crequer,
university publicists proclaimed that the Manchester Medical School
was the largest in Europe and that its Stopford Building was the
largest edifice ever financed by the UGC. Proof of the dynamism of
doctors was not far to seek. By agreement with the Regional Health
Authority, the Medical School grafted research and teaching on to
local hospitals within a few miles of the Education Precinct and
accommodated these activities in new or specially adapted buildings.
By the mid-1970s there were three teaching hospitals. One was the
Manchester Royal Infirmary, as of old; another was Hope Hospital in
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Salford, a large district general hospital in which the gastroenterolo-
gist Leslie Turnberg, at first the only professor on the site, undertook
to develop a new academic community; the third was a conglomerate,
the University Hospital of South Manchester. This consisted of a
famous cancer hospital, the Christie; of a children’s hospital, the
Duchess of York; and of the forbidding Withington Hospital, a mix-
ture of seasoned Victorian buildings, some of which were handsome,
and functional new ones, most of which were not. Withington had
been the Chorlton Union workhouse, created by the 1834 Poor Law,
and a disused pauper burial ground lay close at hand, the dead now
commemorated on flat stones in the nearby Southern Cemetery which
listed their names under the perfunctory heading ‘In Loving Memory
Of ’. The Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital at Pendlebury offi-
cially acquired a University Unit in 1975, although the Professors of
Paediatrics had controlled some beds and even a whole ward in the
hospital for some time before that year.

Equipped with 1,400 beds, Withington was one of the largest hos-
pitals in the country. From 1970 John Evanson held the foundation
chair of Medicine and oversaw the institution’s development into a
major teaching hospital; John Brocklehurst developed geriatric med-
icine from ‘a minor and unfashionable speciality into a major presence
in contemporary medicine’; Neil Kessel, joint author of a classic work
on Alcoholism, built up the Department of Psychiatry. Research into
the process of ageing was designed, not so much to prolong life, as to
maintain ‘vigour to the end of the life span’, for example by improv-
ing memory in old age. A centre for treating alcoholism arose within
the hospital, where medical, psychological and social help would all
be at hand. Matters such as the development of tolerance to alcohol
were candidates for scientific investigation, as were methods of sober-
ing a patient up, which would no longer be left to the traditional grue-
some remedies.

Some practical people engaged in vital tasks longed for academic
qualifications that would raise their status and carry them more
swiftly to positions of authority. Degree courses generally dealt with
the theories and principles on which everyday practice rested. It
seemed important that nursing should become a graduate profession,
or at least acquire a graduate elite; nurses were not to be regarded as
automatons, who simply carried out the orders of doctors, and exer-
cised no initiative. A Diploma in Community Nursing was first devel-
oped under Professor Frazer Brockington in the Department of Social
and Preventative Medicine in 1959, and was designed to bring
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together the theory and practice of nursing and to integrate commu-
nity and hospital nursing. Brockington’s successor, Alwyn Smith, set
out to establish a nursing degree, from 1969 onwards, and in pursuit
of his aim enlisted the aid of Jean McFarlane, a graduate nurse. She
had taken a Master’s degree in Manpower Studies and had carried 
out research into nursing education for the Department of Health
while serving on the staff of a professional organisation, the Royal
College of Nursing. In this capacity she had directed a course capable
of training pupils to be nurses, or district nurses, or health visitors.
Miss McFarlane came to Manchester as a Senior Lecturer in 1971 and
two years later took charge of a separate Department of Nursing. In
the summer of 1974 she became the first Professor of Nursing in 
an English, though not a British, university, for Manchester came in
second to Edinburgh.

Under the new professor’s guidance the new department, small,
intimate and collegiate, the acorn from which the School of Nursing
was to grow, tackled the problem of how to advance beyond practical
vocational training. It was essential to provide something more than
a diluted medical course enlivened only by stiff doses of anatomy and
physiology and some attention to sociology. The theory and content
of nursing itself, the processes of making decisions in the interests of
patients, ought to be explored, the ethics of such controversial mat-
ters as abortion and euthanasia to be discussed. ‘We always feel very
proud that Manchester did this’, Lady McFarlane recalls, ‘and that
Manchester was open to a new discipline and bore with our fumbling
attempts to become respectable academics.’ In 1975 the department
launched a taught Master’s degree, designed for people already in the
profession, and intended among much else to teach the art of pre-
scribing and evaluating care. Before long, theoretical models concep-
tualising the relationship between nurse and patient would begin to
cross the Atlantic and the words ‘nursing process’ to be heard in Man-
chester (as an adage in the profession had it, on the eighth day God
created the nursing process, and nobody rested). As medicine became
more technical, a high value attached itself to graduate nurses who
had a theoretical grasp of developments, and could therefore explain
to patients and relatives the more obscure statements uttered by
physicians and surgeons on their ward rounds.

Not all was perfect, for the new undergraduate course was sure to be
a hybrid, if not a chimera. One student remembers its inner tensions,
both intellectual and social. The theoretical and practical aspects of the
course did not marry comfortably, two days of lectures contrasting with
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three days on the wards. Teaching was conducted by contrasting groups
of pundits, including stern and sarcastic anatomists and charismatic but
remote nurse lecturers. Potential graduate nurses were conscious, per-
haps too much so, of being looked down upon by medical students. On
the other hand, like high-fliers and fast-streamers in most hierarchical
and disciplined organisations, they sensed the jealousy of ordinary
trainees and, like officer cadets at Sandhurst, suffered the severest
reproofs from instructors. The white dresses of the undergraduate
women, contrasting with the green outfits of the rankers in the Man-
chester Royal Infirmary and the blue and white checks of the Crumpsall
Hospital, made them prominent targets, stigmatised by down-to-earth
critics as ‘all brains and no common sense’.

For all this the Nursing Department secreted the germs of a major
enterprise which would become famous both nationally and abroad.
When the Australian authorities determined to make nursing a grad-
uate profession, they sent potential heads of departments to Man-
chester ‘to get themselves made respectable academically’. When
nurses came to the department, ‘it was almost as if they had had an
arrested development, and that while they were on the course their
whole personality changed’ and they acquired the self-confidence to
introduce innovations in their own institutions. Jean McFarlane her-
self became the only nurse to serve on the Royal Commission on the
National Health Service which sat from 1976 to 1979. Raised to the
peerage in 1980 as Baroness McFarlane of Llandaff, she found herself
representing nurses in the House of Lords and took her seat on the
crossbenches, the better to follow her own conscience, saying, ‘I have
never been a Political person with a capital “P”, although I have been
political with a small “p” – one can’t live in an academic world and
not be political!’

The reputation of the University as an intellectual metropolis
gained much from its prowess in computing. Here its achievements
lay in the design of hardware and software and in the application of
computers to the solution of intellectual problems and to the
processes of storing and retrieving administrative information. As
Simon Lavington, a lecturer in the subject, explained, ‘The essence of
the discipline is evoked by such words as realism, independence, team
loyalty and a logical mind. The additional attribute of imaginative
innovation can, perhaps inevitably, only truthfully be associated with
a small sub-set of the Computer Science community. Perhaps . . . it 
is on the efforts of these few imaginative innovators that the contin-
ued success of the Department of Computer Studies depends.’ In
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1969 Manchester had been recognised as one of the three main com-
puting centres in the country, entitled to house a Regional Centre, 
the others (both directed by ex-Manchester men) being in Edinburgh
and London. Gordon Black, the Director, had once worked out com-
puter programmes to assist in designing lenses for the British Scien-
tific Instrument Company, and had set up the National Computing
Centre, first at Risley, near Warrington, and then in Oxford Road,
Manchester. In the mid-1970s he had a staff of forty-four, and
another professor, F.H. Sumner, directed an Administrative Com-
puter Unit of ten persons on behalf of the Registrar’s and Bursar’s
Departments.

By 1977 the word ‘regional’ seemed unduly parochial, since as
many as thirty universities were using the Manchester Centre’s ser-
vices (the organisation dropped it only in 1989, when it became the
Manchester Computing Centre – a second MCC, as University wits
did not fail to point out). It cast its net as far north as Stirling; as far
west as Belfast and Coleraine; as far south as Sussex; and as far east as
Norwich. Among its clients were the universities of Wales and Ulster.
Pure scientists supplied it with small quantities of data which, if left in
the hands of human beings unaided by high technology, would have
given rise to very complex and time-consuming calculations; social
scientists came forward with much larger quantities of information
for storing, sorting and analysis. Linguists and literary scholars began
to use computers to perform the mechanical tasks that had previously
called for a great deal of wearisome human labour – to compile con-
cordances and word counts, to edit variant texts, and to analyse the
style of authors.

Although the computer’s influence now extended to most parts of
the University, including the administration and the Library, the per-
sonal computer was still very much a thing of the future, for the sys-
tem depended on oracular main-frame computers to which users
obtained access by means of ‘rather dumb terminals’, as one academic
recalls. Much time was spent on the tedious process of inserting infor-
mation by means of punched cards and recovering it from lengths of
magnetic tape. In March 1974 up to forty minutes could be spent in
the Administrative Computer Unit searching for an item on a tape
2,400 feet long, but the organisation was expecting at the end of the
year a new model that would make information available within a few
seconds upon ‘interrogation’ by an operator using a visual display
unit. About twenty small departmental computers were functioning in
1974, and were engaged mainly on the control of experiments.
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Manchester’s radio astronomers, their achievements, showmanship
and occasional brushes with financial disaster, had attracted public
attention since the 1950s. Adept at performing feats of engineering in
the service of pure science (for the days of tracking sputniks were long
past), they mapped distant quasars and invisible galaxies which could
only be plotted by the reception of radio waves. Council received
respectfully in 1978 the news that Jodrell Bank was becoming ‘the
control centre of a massive radio-astronomy complex which would be
one of the most powerful in the world’. It was now practising the art
of interferometry: rather than build single radio telescopes with big-
ger and bigger bowls designed to trap more radio waves, astronomers
preferred to build a series of smaller telescopes set some distance apart
from each other, to focus them on the same radio source, and to blend
the signals which they received. To Manchester’s astronomers the Sci-
ence Research Council offered substantial research grants (almost
£2m. in 1975, over £3m. in 1978) for the construction of new radio
telescopes. These arose at Defford in Worcestershire, at Knockin near
Oswestry in Shropshire, and at Wardle in Cheshire. Others were soon
to be added at Pickmere and Darnhall, and these, with Jodrell Bank
itself, made up a total of six. They were eventually, in the late 1980s,
to advance as far as Cambridge and to take the name MERLIN, which
stood for the Multi-element Radio-linked Interferometer Network.

Arthurian wizardry and forays into the universe were not enough.
Application to earthly problems was also needed in order to secure
the University’s reputation. Perhaps universities could do something
to dispel the blight which had overtaken the country’s manufacturing
industries. In 1976 A.J. Morton, Professor of Mechanical Engineer-
ing, declared that ‘when our industries are sick we cannot prosper and
the quality of life is lowered for everyone . . . education, the arts and
the environment all suffer’. The spiritual, it seemed, depended on the
material. It was as though patriotism and self-interest both demanded
that attention be paid to engineering, but there was still a fatal reluc-
tance to take up careers in the field on account of its supposed nar-
rowness and indifference towards both people and the environment.
A few months later Bernard Holloway, the Secretary to the Appoint-
ments Board, argued that the supply of graduate engineers was not in
reality falling short of the demand for their services and that the coun-
try was, in proportion to the size of its population, educating just as
many scientists and engineers as were other western nations. Never-
theless, he felt obliged to warn against a kind of artsy superciliousness
lurking in universities, a pernicious form of intellectual snobbery
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which denigrated practical skills. ‘It is of course necessary that uni-
versities should continue to provide for and nurture qualities of cre-
ative thinking and develop the qualities which make possible a critical
appraisal of our society and its institutions; but there must also be 
the determination to encourage, develop and value those whose tal-
ents lie in less academic but more immediately useful directions, and
who will produce the economic resources upon which the whole non-
economic superstructure of our society depends.’ Sometimes, pace
Holloway, it was the exponents of the arts and social sciences in 
Manchester who developed a sense of inferiority; a law lecturer has
spoken of the guilty feeling, which was to ripen in the subsequent
Thatcher years, ‘that if you were not inventing a tin-opener that you
could sell to the Japanese you were not actually doing anything
worthwhile’.

In 1977 Manchester became one of four institutions chosen to put on
a new course in Engineering Manufacture and Management, unoffi-
cially called the Elite Engineering course (the others so honoured were
Imperial College London, the University of Birmingham, and the 
University of Strathclyde). The object of this enterprise was to equip a
new breed of technocrats with abilities in management and a knowledge
of languages, together with detailed acquaintance with the processes
and organisation of manufacture. These qualities would be imparted,
not only by the Engineering Departments, but also by the Faculty of
Law, the Departments of Modern Languages, and the Business School.
At least in the beginning the UGC would provide earmarked funds to
support the course, and by 1981–82 about eighty students would be
taking it.

Many talked of developing ‘links with industry’ and thereby ensur-
ing that the inventions of academics were developed and exploited.
Industry would benefit and might well look to universities to solve
problems concerning the repair and maintenance of machinery. Much
expensive scientific equipment required primarily for teaching pur-
poses remained underused and could profitably be placed, in slack
periods, at the disposal of industrial concerns. Firms could reduce their
overheads if they ceased to maintain their own research laboratories
and commissioned universities to work for them on contract, using the
universities’ own premises. Between 1969 and 1974 Geoffrey Allen,
Professor of Chemical Physics and an expert on polymers, spent half
his time working for the ICI Corporate Laboratory at Runcorn in
Cheshire, and also arranged that ICI should establish a laboratory
within the Chemistry Department at the University and staff it in part
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with their own employees. He had learnt from Flowers of Physics and
Gee of Chemistry that ‘academe alone did not produce the right work-
ing atmosphere for the scientist. Industry and government had to be
involved too.’ Dr E.J. Duff, the University’s Research Consultancy
Officer, strove to interest industrial concerns in the discoveries made
by members of the University. He communicated to as many as 4,000
firms, through a publication entitled Contact financed by Paterson
Zochonis, the news that (for example) ‘new fermentation systems’ had
been contrived in Chemistry and that a ‘linear actuator with an inte-
gral position detector’ had emerged as a result of researches in Electri-
cal Engineering. Duff ’s service handled and advised on patents and
licences to manufacture, and was pleased to report that in 1977 it had
helped with the filing of twenty-one patent applications.

Manchester University inventions appeared in exhibitions at Belle
Vue in 1976 and at Lewis’s department store (under the self-effacing
title ‘North West Genius’) in 1978. The Wolfson Foundation con-
ferred awards for collaboration with industry. Such prizes went to the
Department of Medical Biophysics for a computer system called
Magiscan, designed to analyse images such as X-ray pictures; to David
Auckland of Electrical Engineering, who had worked closely with a
Macclesfield firm, for devices known as ‘Spin-scan’ or ‘Ten-scan’
which benefited the textile industry by spotting signs of trouble in
complex, fast-moving machines before they actually broke down; and
to two senior lecturers in Engineering, Tim Henry and Tony Kelly, for
schemes for diagnosing the malaise of malfunctioning industrial plant.
Some dreamed of overtaking the Suzuki and the Yamaha and reviving
the fortunes of the British motor-cycle industry through the efforts of
two mechanical engineers, Geoffrey Roe and Terry Thorpe. They
applied themselves to the problems of instability (‘wobble’, ‘weave’
and ‘flutter’); to the design of new front forks; to the improvement of
drum brakes; and to the production of silencers which would make
speedway and grass track riders less likely to deafen spectators. Well-
briefed on this subject, Communication was quick to explain that
theirs were not just the achievements of superior mechanics and prac-
tical tinkerers, but had been accompanied by published papers of
‘high technical and mathematical content’. Contributions to the
extraction of North Sea oil, the great windfall of the 1970s, promised
to come from Peter Montague’s work on submarine habitats, other-
wise sea-bed houses, for workers in the industry – these being a kind
of bathysphere sheltered within an inner and an outer skin, with the
intervening space packed with suitable materials.
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World food problems, for humans and animals, attracted the atten-
tion of university departments, brought large injections of research
money, and were often invoked in support of the University’s claims to
be directly useful to society and the economy. A rich poultry producer,
Sir John Eastwood, made a personal gift of £60,000 to the Department
of Agricultural Economics. His generosity enabled a senior research 
fellow, Sue Richardson, to review the broiler industry and establish the
efficiency of chickens in converting food into edible products, in pro-
viding protein, and in challenging the supremacy of red meat. An idea
hatched in the Department of Liberal Studies in Science flowered, like
a rose on a dung hill, into a scheme for producing animal food from
purified sewage sludge. This, it now seemed, had a protein content of
up to 30 per cent and could be put to good use if only it were purged
of toxic metals. Like many of the most highly praised enterprises of the
1970s, this project called for the skills of workers in several different
disciplines, for it required the help of chemists and engineers to bring 
it to fruition.

Social problems, including the impact of scientific progress and
technical inventions, received due attention from university depart-
ments. In 1977 the Department of Liberal Studies in Science acquired
an annexe in the form of PREST, a centre for Policy Research in 
Engineering, Science and Technology, which engaged in independent
analysis of the decisions made by Government. Roger Williams
became Manchester’s first Professor of Government and Science 
Policy. Close to hand was the problem of the effect on employment in
areas such as Tameside of the advent of micro-electronic devices.
Would the introduction of word processors cut the number of clerical
workers, and would electronic microchips, whose manufacture
required relatively little labour, deprive large numbers of people of 
a living?

Other members of the University staff became involved with prob-
lems of crime, punishment, and even detection. Working within close
range of the troublesome supporters of Manchester’s principal football
teams, the Director of the Centre for Youth Studies was well placed to
examine disorderly behaviour at sporting events. Ken Pease, a former
researcher in the Home Office, now lecturing in Social Administration,
analysed the prison population of England and Wales, compared it
with that of other European countries, and sought to discover why so
large a proportion of the British people had been locked up. A lecturer
in Mathematics, Gerry Wickham, helped police accident investigators
by analysing skid marks. The career in crime detection of a medical
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illustrator, Richard Neave, began about 1979 when, after appearing on
a television programme and reconstructing the face of a mummy in the
Manchester Museum, he received an invitation from Surrey police to
perform the same service for a decomposed corpse found in water at
Frimley, between Camberley and Farnborough. That particular body
was eventually identified by calling upon radiological evidence. But
Neave’s technique, based on establishing the depth of missing tissue at
twenty-three points on the skull, seemed to have great potential and
was to prove invaluable on many future occasions.

The activities of the Arts, Music and Theology faculties attracted
less attention. It was harder, at least for those in charge of public rela-
tions, to identify their contributions to economic well being and social
harmony, more difficult to describe, let alone patent, their innovations
and inventions. Traditionally, members of the Arts Faculty were anx-
ious to avoid notice, and many believed in keeping their heads well
below the parapet, although the dynamic Barri Jones was engaged in
popularising archaeology and was known to appear on Saturday
morning children’s television. Skills in modern languages would
clearly be valuable to businessmen and managers, as the plans for the
Elite Engineering course had recognised. Recruitment to the depart-
ments of modern languages was flagging in the 1970s, but they
increased their attractions by making it easier for students to take
degrees in two languages, one being the major and the other the minor
language, instead of going through the lengthier process of acquiring
double honours in two languages of equal status. Through joint
degrees in history and one modern language the History Department
gained a few students who were competent to read original sources
and carry out modest pieces of research on European countries.

French Studies underwent revision and reorganisation, the emphasis
now falling, as Professor Rothwell explained, ‘on the mastery of con-
temporary French and the presentation of the latest techniques in the
changing world of literary criticism, whilst at the same time opening up
for undergraduate study a broad spectrum of French culture’. Instead
of slogging through French culture and literature century by century,
students would be encouraged to explore these things thematically and
pursue the threads of comedy, tragedy, irony, the literature of the town,
and other such matters through time without being constrained by
chronological barriers. Modern historians experimented with similar
approaches, encouraging students to think comparatively and to aban-
don, not only strict chronological limits, but the practice of studying
only one country at a time and concentrating all too heavily on English
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and European history. This method proved highly controversial, even
among the modern historians themselves, some of whom resented the
dogmatic streak which they saw in champions of the thematic approach
and thought the whole programme not only too ambitious but also too
sharply focused on European concepts. But it gave rise to some notable
publications, including John Breuilly’s volume on nationalism and a
series of books on the nobility by Michael Bush.

The enterprising Department of American Studies extended a nor-
mal degree course into one which would last four years, students
spending one of them in the United States. It earned patronising
praise in the University’s official journal in the summer of 1981:
‘Though perhaps not a world power by the standards of some other
university departments, American Studies has carved out for itself a
very respectable place among departments of the second rank. There
is little doubt, however, that it can claim to be in the first rank in its
own field and that it is forging ahead.’

No-one yet knew how far the Government or the general public
would be impressed by the evidence of the utility of University
researches fed to the media by the Communications Office. Towards
1980 there were complaints that to judge by its public pronounce-
ments the Department of Education and Science seemed unaware that
universities did anything other than teach. Many asked whether uni-
versities could ever justify their existence by becoming machines pro-
ducing manpower for those occupations that seemed most to need
well qualified graduates. Part of the problem was that even when the
University had produced its science graduates they did not flock
towards industry and commerce. Indeed, the Secretary of the Careers
and Appointments Service tried by citing statistics to explode the left-
wing myth that the University had become the servant of capitalism.
About 1974 only 21 per cent of male pure and applied scientists were
taking up careers in industry, 46 per cent in commerce. Literal-
minded critics, seizing upon these data, might well be tempted to
argue that the University was not actually very useful to the economy.

However, it seemed unrealistic to expect the University to respond
to short-term changes in the job market. By one reckoning educational
decisions took as much as ten years to affect the supply of ‘trained man-
power’ to any significant extent: courses had to be planned and adver-
tised and tutors and lecturers recruited to teach them. During the
1970s the market suffered swings in demand which were caused in part
by changes in public spending. None the less there was a constant need
for certain kinds of ability and this the University could meet: it was
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well placed to supply both engineers and computer scientists, and was
also contributing to a swelling stream of accountants and experts in
business finance equipped to meet the needs of commerce. On the
other hand during much of the decade spending cuts reduced 
the demand for social workers, local government officers, librarians,
and executive officers in the civil service. Only in certain subjects did
the demand for teachers remain buoyant – as in science (especially
physics), mathematics, and modern languages. By 1979 the legal pro-
fession appeared to be fully stocked if not saturated, and law students
were becoming increasingly unsure of their prospects of a good job.

Arts lecturers were quick to complain that the notion of training for
employment was beginning to eclipse the ideal of education for its
own sake. What universities should do, argued one graduate of the
time, is teach their students to question everything (as Miss Sarah Bur-
ton, the headmistress in Winifred Holtby’s novel South Riding, urges
her pupils on Armistice Day). Vocational training has a different pur-
pose and says, ‘You will learn these things because you need to know
them.’ While there was no grave risk that Manchester would acquire
a reputation for turning out unemployable graduates, the University
did not seem outstandingly good at producing graduates who would
be instantly snapped up. About 1980 the older civic universities,
which maintained large arts and social science faculties, appeared to
be playing this game less well than the newer technological universi-
ties (these naturally offered a larger proportion of vocational courses).
Published figures, based on the proportion of recent graduates still
unemployed on 31 December 1978, suggested that Manchester
ranked twenty-fifth out of the forty-four British universities, and that
with 11.6 per cent unemployed it was faring appreciably worse than
the comparable universities of Birmingham, Liverpool and Sheffield,
and slightly worse than Leeds. It might be, of course, that Manches-
ter graduates had their values right: that they were inclined to look
around for longer before committing themselves to a job, or that they
had postponed the search for employment so as not to be distracted
from their final year of academic work by a series of interviews held
at inconvenient times.

Few commentators in the 1970s would have denied Manchester the
status of premier university which it claimed. Drawn, like other uni-
versities, into a national network and competing for good students
across the whole country and even beyond it, Manchester could claim
eminence in a few fields and respectability in most others. If it suffered
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financial difficulties it shared these with other institutions and had
more reserves than many on which to fall back. Self-doubt, such as it
was, often sprang from the belief that there were now fewer people of
genius at the University, that some quality of greatness had been lost
and exchanged for general soundness and competence. Professorial
chairs were said to be distinguished if eminent persons had once occu-
pied them, as if they would forever be Tout’s chair, Powicke’s,
Namier’s, Vinaver’s, Alexander’s. Would the University succeed in
attracting successors of equal calibre, or would outsiders be moved to
say, ‘You have the ruins of a great tradition at Manchester’? ‘I don’t
say that we are a race of pygmies, but certainly we are not a race of
giants’, says one of the actors in a dialogue composed towards 1970
by the economic historian Eric Robinson. ‘Perhaps it is more difficult
to be a giant among historians today. We seem to other people to be
living too much in the shadow of the great men of the past.’

In general, the University succeeded in striking a balance between the
traditional and the innovative, the immediately useful and the things
that were valuable in a more far-reaching sense. Should philistines 
triumph, pure science, which did not produce quick results or address
the most urgent problems, would be as much at risk as literary or his-
torical scholarship. But the University, partly because it was good at 
the practical and the ‘relevant’, was well placed to protect pure science
and scholarship. Since much public money had been lavished on uni-
versities, it was natural to ask that they contribute to public well being;
the greater the financial stringency, the louder the demand for demon-
strable practical utility. There was also a natural desire to link them to
the trade and industry of the region, in hard times as well as in pros-
perity: the University had benefited from the philanthropy of manufac-
turers, and might now be able to revive the manufacturing through
scientific expertise.

Little Manchester activity was useless, except to those with a nar-
row concept of utility. To impart general literacy, to teach students
how to think (perhaps even to think about thought), to train them to
arrange, analyse and evaluate information in a properly sceptical
spirit, to encourage them to respond to literature and to understand
how things happened in the world: such things improved the quality
of life, and none was without value. The most down-to-earth disci-
plines, including nursing, strove to understand the abstract principles
which lay behind the practicalities. Some pursuits were clearly of
more material significance than others, more closely in touch with the
needs of commerce, industry, the professions, the world demand for
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food, the most pressing problems of social policy and public order.
But the University was properly concerned with liberal education as
well as with vocational training.

Manchester’s Muhammad Ali mentality might provoke iconoclasm,
its boastfulness barely conceal a fundamental insecurity. But David
Aaronovitch, who read history at Manchester in the mid-1970s after
spending a year at Oxford, a southerner not easily impressed by the
self-congratulation of the north, found that ‘an enormous . . . and 
tolerant, liberal academic institution, full of people of disparate back-
grounds and ages, could exist and thrive outside the more favoured
universities of Oxford and Cambridge . . . I don’t feel at all ashamed
of getting a Manchester degree compared to an Oxford degree. I think
the course I did was much better. I think they pioneered certain aspects
of looking at history in my course. And I bet they did it elsewhere.’
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